Nelson Complex: Supplemental Information
Directions to Nelson Main Entrance off of Foxridge Drive
The Foxridge Drive entrance is the main plant entrance, but is different than the mailing address of 4800 Nall. To get to the Foxridge Entrance, take the I-35 and Lamar exit and get on Foxridge Drive. The entrance is on the right and is gated. Push the white button or wait for a JCW representative to let you in. MM 10 is identified on the map. In general, follow the yellow line down the road to the MM 10 parking lot.
Nelson Site Plan with Building Descriptions
Turkey Creek Site Plan, Flow Schematic, and Hydraulic Profile

Taken from:
Turkey Creek WWTF Hydraulic, Grit System, and Clarifier Evaluations
HDR Engineering Inc., 2017
Hydraulic Profiles and Flow Diagrams for Mission Main and Turkey Creek Plants

Taken from:
Nelson Complex Hydraulics Analysis
Black & Veatch, 2014
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JOHNSON COUNTY, KANSAS
NELSON COMPLEX WWTP - HYDRAULIC ANALYSIS

GENERAL
CIVIL
TURKEY CREEK WWTP - SHEET 1 OF 4
BLACK & VEATCH

SCALE:
HORIZONTAL: NO SCALE
VERTICAL: 1" = 10'

NOTE:
1. PLAN FLOW:
   MAIN SURFACE ELEVATIONS AT 87-000.
2. DESIGN STRATEGIC BLINDING: DEBRIS BY ONE VALLEY ENGINEERING TO ENCLOSED DIRT AND COVER TO THE SEVENTH PLACE. ALL EXISTING EXCAVATION PERMITTED, ALTERED OR ACCORDING WITH THE SURVEY INFORMATION PROVIDED BY ONE VALLEY ENGINEERING AND MUST MEASURE THE SmALLEST HEIGHT OF A FOOT.